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Abstract
Physical artifacts represented often in the
form of animals, are used to symbolize and reinforce organizational culture. There is a difference between strong and successful organizations and the average ones, and we think the reason for this lies in how culture is expressed in
visible daily routines in a unique and in playful
way.
Let us tell you a short story about Vincent-theDuck.
Vincent was born in an IT-Technology company
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almost ten years ago. Vincent’s job is to sit next to the
computer table or a screen and to “be wise”. People
use Vincent when they have a problem; he gives people an easy way to find a solution and to ask questions. We see walking and talking people in the meeting rooms with Vincent. They don´t need to bother
any of their colleagues. Furthermore, Vincent has another role to function as a special symbol for the company; his picture is everywhere and he is celebrated in
many ways.
Until now. There are only few studies in organization theory regarding the physical artifacts. Images and visual artifacts are not just
add-ons to verbal texts, mere transmitters of information, or means of communication: they
have become an elementary mode for the construction, maintenance and transformation of
meaning. Various scholars have taken up the
challenge of including aspects related to visuality in their empirical research as well as in theory building. (Meyer et al. 2013, p. 490–491).
We use the example of Vincent-the-Duck –
an actual physical artefact symbolizing company X as a point of departure to examine how
physical, playful artifacts may be used to reinPIJ/Volume 2 - Issue 1/2017 - 30 WPN
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force organizational culture. Thus, we aim to
find out how organizations can use tangible and
physical objects to reinforce their culture and way of
working? and What kind of stories are behind tangible objects, which are used to enhance organization
identity?
This study is based on aesthetics approach,
which examines the artefact in its “beginning-inuse” in organizational settings, emphasizing
material knowledge and practice in the study of
organizations. Everyday organizational routine
comprises artifacts that are beautiful to use,
graceful to the eye or grotesque, kitsch or repellent and to which the language-in-use of organizational discursive practices attaches labels
evocative of the aesthetic categories of beautiful,
ugly, sublime, gracious and so on. There are artifacts that are desirable or repulsive, artifacts
born from our desire for knowledge, and artifacts that spring from our desire to give form in
that every human forms something. (Strati 2013,
p. 25–26.)
The data analysis is still on going and the results are tentative, but nevertheless, our analysis
indicates that physical artefacts rare important
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in symbolizing and reinforcing organizational
culture. Our study combines how organizational
members use physical playful artifacts to construct an organizational phenomenon in the
form of a totem
Introduction
Traditional communities throughout history
has attempted to reduce the anxieties bred by
hostile and the unknown through magic-religious behavior. The use of rites, symbols,
totems, taboos and various forms of magic are
all attempts understand world and tame it.
Today they are manifest in psychological
processes to overcome business risks and management of organizational rites and symbols.
(Cleverly 1971 in Kamoche 371.) The terms of
totem and totemism have been and still are used
in several different senses. Totemism means clan
totems, sex totems, and individual totems. Toy
says that precise meaning of the totem is not
known. (Toy 1904, 146.) The term totem is taken
from an indigenous North American language.
It symbolizes relationships between individuals
in a clan or other social group. (Levi-Strauss,
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1964, in Kamoche 1995, 371) Beattie (1964) also
says that in a magic-religious institution, it symbolizes the unity and a group solidarity. Totem
can be little more than a clan symbol or the object of a ritual avoidance. The religious nature of
the totem and the significance of the clan and
kinship ties are also emphasized. Totem has
been identified as an emblem and a coat-ofarms. (Kamoche 1995, 371.)
Teresa Amabile (1996) has found that a generous level of freedom encourages people to
play constructively at work by combining ideas
in new ways to generate new products or solutions. Designing and writing are sometimes
play, but sometimes not. Cooking and driving
are play for some, but not for others. The essence
of play is that one does not do the activity in the
ordinary sense; one “plays” it. (Mainelis & Harvey 2010, 41–42.)
People perform their personal tasks and
leisure activities during workday. Employees’
time at the office is spent not engaging in work
activities and sometimes disengaging from work
activities. Traditionally scholars have been
tempted to view these activities as an ineffiPIJ/Volume 2 - Issue 1/2017 - 33 WPN
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ciency that diverts attention and effort away
from the core work of the organization. These
work activities form the context in which people
work and according to Mainelis & Harvey (2010)
that can influence creativity in an indirect peripheral way. (Mainelis & Harvey 2010, 44.)
Creativity requires taking and switching between different perspectives and play facilitates
exploring different perspectives, creating alternative worlds, assuming different roles, enacting
different identities and also taking all these and
the players themselves out of the cognitive contexts in which they normally operate. (Mainelis
& Harvey 2010, 43.)
Employees are more likely to engage in play
within a clearly delineated time and space that
temporarily suspends normal rules and encourages them to play without worrying about consequences. Organizations can provide a specific
time and space for play that can be both physical
and psychological. Many organizations provide
a specific time and space for diversionary play
by having corporate off-sites, office parties,
house-gyms and relaxation rooms. Psychological safety is created only if an organization dePIJ/Volume 2 - Issue 1/2017 - 34 WPN
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velops a culture that recognizes and values play.
Play delineates a transitional space a between
and betwixt world in which employees can explore and experiment with new variables, behaviors or identities that may not seem immediately useful in generating products or solutions.
Generating such variety of ideas, play can lead
to a more diverse set of options from which to
select products and services for our organizations and society. (Mainelis & Harvey 2010, 4445.)
There is gap in attention towards artifacts
and totemism. Cultural researchers have mainly
studied social behavior and their assumption is
that a culture is expressed only by the actions
and words of its members. (Van Maanen 1988 in
Gagliardi 1990, 9.) The purpose of social anthropology is the study of institutionalized social relations and the only concrete entities given attention to in social situations are people. Social
scientists often analyze written or verbal communications only and leave out the interpretation of artifacts, which define the contours of the
habitual landscape. On the other hand, an organizational ethnographer turns to cultural anPIJ/Volume 2 - Issue 1/2017 - 35 WPN
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thropologists for tools in order to be able to analyze material culture, classification of objects by
function of their use, materials, and categories
which in their turn reflect the ideas and technical knowledge of the observer. (Gagliardi 1990,
9.)
Ritual behavior and rhetoric have been
widely explored in organization studies but the
best of our knowledge, the concept of totemism
has been largely ignored. The totemic nature of
a firm´s efforts to create teamwork and a team
spirit in its day-to-day activities. (Kamoche 1995,
317-372.) Totemism consist two orders of categories – human and plants or commonly animals. (Starr-Glass 2004, 361.) Totemism must be
kept apart from the general worship of animals
and plants. There is a relation to animal but they
do not present the peculiar social characteristics
of clan totemism. (Toy 1904, 147.) Totemic system means tension between identity and difference. Totemic systems can capture complex associations and relationships not consciously understood or logically appreciated. (Starr-Glass
2004, 361.)
There some theories of origin of totemism.
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The most famous classified included in two
classes: those which deduce the institution from
an individual custom and those which refer it to
an original clan usage. The clan is founded by individuals; it is natural to suppose that such may
be the origin of totemistic organizations. A totem
clan is clan with a peculiar relation to some natural object. American Indian tribes has a vision
of the animal or other object, which is to be his
personal protector and it is assumed that anyone
who should found a family might hand down
his protecting spirit to his descendants and become the founder of a totem clan. (Toy 1904,
149.)
According to Toy (1904) totemism indicate
exogamous organization in which a clan thinks
itself allied by an intimate and sacred bond to a
species of animal or plant or to some other natural object. (Toy 1904, 152–153)
Clan and its totem is intimate relation. When
a group became definitely associated with an animal or plant, myths would arise to account for
the fact, the totem animal would come to be
thought of as ancestor and creator and would be
regarded with reverence. (Toy 1904, 157).
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Artifacts include material entities like
rooms, furniture, and decoration, as well as
human gestures and visible codes of conduct. In
literature, artifacts in an organizational setting
are analyzed from different perspectives. Artifacts are cultural signals, which send messages
to the members of the organization. The communicative content of the artifact may be expressive and relate to feelings and emotional
needs of individuals in the organization. (Larsen
& Schultz 1990, 281-282.)
In this way, the organizational artifact is a
uniting symbol for all the working in the company. Evidently, organizational artifacts may be
used as an important part of the corporate profile and strategy. Not only business symbols of
the concepts and overall profile, but also in the
formulation of management philosophy. (Berg &
Kreiner 1990, 49-52)
Artifacts are pathways of action and constitute a concrete element in the social structure:
actors daily create and recreate reality of their
own identity and of the choices, made by other
actors or by themselves at different moments. In
many organizations high value is given for rePIJ/Volume 2 - Issue 1/2017 - 38 WPN
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spect for authority. Every organization constructs its own cultural identity over time, and
the process of institutionalization has been thus
defined as the progressive infusion of values
into artifacts. (Gagliardi 1990, 15-16.)
The study at hand is interested in how artifacts are interpreted by the members of the organization. One of our questions is whether or
not these interpretations are consciously or unconsciously created by the members of the organization. Our hypothesis is that the authority
may use physical playful artefacts to define and
reinforce behavioral patterns. Our research argues that totemism in organizations exits to extent that organizational actors create or invent
symbolic assertions that represent for them a
common identity and common interests, the
meaning of which is communicated to perceived
relevant audiences with using physical playful
artifacts.
The empirical data is collected from two ITindustry organizations. The first one of our case
studies is using “Vincet the Duck”, a rubber
duck, as an organizational symbol (see picture
1.1). The other organization is using manatees as
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symbol of internal culture (see picture 1.2). The
purpose of our study is to understand, trace and
explore organizational culture by interpreting
the use of physical things and visible gestures
related to them in the chosen case studies. Our
approach is physical-visual: The empirical material employed in the study is collected by the researchers as visitors in the two companies, and
then described in interpretations of the uses and
values communicated through artifacts.
The data consists of photographs, which include more than 150 images. Our study focuses
on the uses of artifacts as cultural signals by emphasizing the nature of expressive communication. Describing and interpreting the physical
playful symbols of these two case-organizations,
our goal is to explore the cultural meanings
communicated through the artifacts of the organizations rather than their instrumental aspects.
Case Vincent the Duck
Vincit the word comes from latin and means
conquer or win. It is more familiar from phrases
such as amor vincit omnia and labor omnia
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vincit. They believe that love for their work and
hard work is what sets them apart. Vincit has
been ranked first at Best Workplaces in Europe
by Great Place to Work Institute and it has been
selected three times as Best Workplace in Finland. Success us is based two facts: satisfied customers and satisfied employees. Every single
customer 100% of them would recommend them
to a colleague. Every single employee considers
Vincit an excellent place to work. Vincit has
grown massively during the last few years, now
they have 271 employees.
First time I visited Vincit was a year 2012
when I was doing my master Thesis. I was interested their colorful interior design, where the
black rubber duck was a symbol of their culture.
Now years later we got this idea to find out how
some organizations use physical playful artefacts and objects to enhance their business and
creativity. It was a sunny day in May, when we
entered Vincit organization as visitors, see picture 1 from Vincit entrance.
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Picture 1.

In Vincit we got an inspired presentation
about their organization and way of working
and how it has been changed when the organization has grown. Every culture is uniq, but in
Vincit uniqueness got more deep meaning. Culture is around everywhere and their office space
is full of different kind of artifacts which makes
culture visible. We see rubber ducks under the
windows and herbs growing in the kitchen, (see
pictures 2–6). Thanks walls, meditation areas, office desk areas etc.
”The Rubber Duck has been used in coincidental ways in our culture. The uses have been a
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natural part of our culture” – Johanna Pystynen,
Passionate HR Leader

Picture 2.

Picture 3.
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Picture 4.
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Artifacts include material things like rooms,
furniture and decoration, as well as human gestures and visible codes of conduct (Schein 1985,
see Larsen & Shultz 281.) Our perspective is how
artifacts are interpreted as simple or complex
symbols and are these artifacts consciously or
uncounsciously created by the members of the
organization. Functionalist point of view is artifacts has relationship between values and basic
assumptions within the organizational culture.
Daft (1983) argued that artifacts are defined as
cultural signals, which send messages to the
members of the organization, see Larsen &
Shultz, 282).
Physical artifacts in Vincit are cultural signals and they emphases expressive communication, see picture 5. There is a role of artifacts in
creation of meanings and emotions in organization.
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Picture 5.

Picture 6.

Company´s symbol and logo has been rubber duck since company was founded. Vincent
the rubber duck was born in 2007. Vincent job
was sit next to a computer screen or a laptop and
be wise. Rubber duck is coding term which
means bug in a code which need to solve. So
when there is bug, you can ask first from Vincent
the rubber duck and got an answer. So then you
do not need bother any other person in that
question anymore. But how it turns out that VinPIJ/Volume 2 - Issue 1/2017 - 46 WPN
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cent the rubber duck has been popular company
symbol for years.
”One assignment in our introduction practise is that you have to take a selfie with Vincent the Duck and send it to me.” – Johanna
Pystynen, Passionate HR Leader
In Vincit playfulness has an own role and we
argued that is one the reasons why Vincit´s culture is strong and their business is growing all
the time. Culture is so strong and peculiar that
new employees need adopt culture and their
habits of way of working. Introduction practices
of their values and their culture starts from the
very first meeting. If you do not felt that organization culture suits on you, then you do not
apply or go further with discussions. They want
to hire super cool people, which are talented and
have enough courage to take responsibility of
their own work. Vincit is mainly nonhierarchical
organization, where everybody has power to
make decisions and give ideas, feedback and
thanks to colleagues.
Vincent the duck is present as a company
symbol, pictures on the wall, logo on Tesla car,
office signs, plastic clay models, small toys, soft
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toys, tea strainers, candy boxes, costumes like
duck suits and T-shirts. Other playful artifacts
were found; like furry hats, chili plants, own
chili candies, own tea and coffee labels and own
beer label.
Case Manatees* in Fraktio
Case Fraktio is another organization which
use physical animal symbols in their culture.
Fraktio is an IT-organization. There work 25
employees and it has been founded 2012. When
Fraktio was founded partners, vision was to
build organization where peoples´ wellbeing is
one of the most important things and the business solution idea was that things can be done
always better. If you have visited Fraktio you
cannot leave without seeing manatees. Company mascot is a manatee. Fraktio was awarded
third in Finland´s Best Workplace´s survey 2016.
Fraktio´s animal was accidentally born,
when one of the founder draw a dog and his colleague said that looks like a manatee, see picture
7–8.
”It was a dog what I originally was drawing but it turned out to be a manatee. Your dog
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looks like a manatee, said my colleaque Henri”
– Mikko Forsström, partner & software developer at Fraktio

Picture 4.

*Manatees are large, fully aquatic, mostly herbivorous marine mammals sometimes known as sea
cows.
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Picture 8.

In Fraktio manatees are more like their internal culture. Fraktio do not use manatees in
company´s symbol for external marketing.
When we entered office all three partners where
really enthuastic about telling a stories of manatees. They have internal language which only
employees use internal communication. Language include verbs from manatees behavior.
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”We have also started to use our own terms
in our language which only our members can understand” – Jesse Peurala, CEO Fraktio
Manatees as symbol has an own story. It
begin when the company was founded and
when two of founders started to draw manatees.
Different kind of manatees. Manatees got characters, they got new friends, female manatees
came picture as well, manatees married and got
babies from the eggs etc. In their office there is a
several paintings of the very first manatees, (see
pictures 7–8.)

Picture 9.
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Picture 10.

Fraktio´s interest went so far that they
wanted give something good back to real manatees as well.
We actually adopted a real manatee, it´s
nice to give something back to manatees.” –
Mikko Forsström, partner & software developer
Fraktio
So every month they pay certain sum of
money to foundation of manatees. Fraktio´s culture is also very peculiar. It has started really
small and it has grown quickly. Every hiring is
crucial for them and their inside jokes and language is a one test too.
”It´s one culmination of the culture, if you
aren´t ok with it, you´re aren´t fit for our culPIJ/Volume 2 - Issue 1/2017 - 52 WPN
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ture.” – Mikko Forsström, partner & software
developer at Fraktio
Manatees are present in pictures and paintings on the wall, coloring books, swimming
trunks and swimming suits, calendars on the
wall, office signs, plastic clay models, small toys,
soft toys, liquorice boxes, can coolers, tea strainers, they draw pictures in the whiteboards. One
of interested character is that we did not recognize any other playful artifacts in Fraktio´s culture.
Observations
These physical, playful artifacts function as
totems of organizational symbolism. At Vincit
the culture is systematically built and led by organizational artifacts. The first implementation
was Vincent the duck and now they´re using
many other artifacts to maintain and develop a
strong organizational identity.
Manatee in Fraktio is a symbol of the tribe,
whether you approved it or not. They want to
have a company culture which is not taking life
so seriously.
Physical playful artifacts make organizaPIJ/Volume 2 - Issue 1/2017 - 53 WPN
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tional culture visible: In case organizations, they
communicate in unique ways their culture. Visuals enhance the potential to express identities
and values through latent dimensions of visual
artifacts (for instance color, perspective, typography, and decorative use). Culture becomes visible by physical marks, objects, interiors and
people´s behavior with/in them.
Physical playful artifacts are same time company symbols as tribal signs: In these two case
organizations both playful, joyful artifacts were
used as totem signs. They symbolized the stories
of the organization and their cultural behavior.
The cultural meanings and narratives that artifacts evoke provide people not only norms, standards, ideals and role models, but also cultural
knowledge, a visual vocabulary and interpretative resources that help people to make sense of
organizational culture.
Physical playful artifacts reinforce culture
and way of working: Artifact and action are
closely intertwined in performance in the sense
that the latter exists in the moment when it is enacted, when it is social, when it is work or organizational practice.
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Conclusions
This study contributes to the existing research on physical artifacts in organizational
culture, bringing in the idea to use playful physical artifacts to reinforce organizational culture
and motivating and engaging people.
People communicate and achieve social
order partly using visual symbols and images in
various forms. Organizations construct their social identities through particular physical artifacts e.g. style of dress; some wearing dark business suits other ‘hipster outfits’.
As our study shows: Contemporary organizations increasingly use intentional manipulation
of visual and spatial environment with playful
physical artefacts in their everyday practices.
Further Discussion
How does the (playful) company identity
become a consciously utilized factor in the formulation of its strategy in our case organizations?
What kind of patterns of evolution and lifecycles do physical, playful artifacts as totems of
organizational symbolism have?
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